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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This dissertation makes contributions in two areas. First, we explore a new design

space in the trade-off between performance, compatibility and security. We rec-

ognize that the state of the art focusses heavily on security, providing sound and

complete solutions to memory safety errors that are not often deployed in practice

because of their prohibitive overheads and poor compatibility with existing soft-

ware. We research the opposite side of this trade-off, designing efficient security

checks for a subset of memory access vulnerabilities.

Chapters 2 to 4 present three solutions to efficiently protect common mem-

ory errors, improving both spatial and temporal memory safety. Together, they

present a new design point that we hope will inspire industry and researchers alike

to develop and adopt practical solutions for memory safety.

Our second contribution is an effort tomake compiler-level defenses and analy-

ses available to binaries. We demonstrate promising results with our BinRec proto-

type presented in Chapter 5, both in terms of performance and compatibility with

widely used security instrumentation. We hope BinRec will spark further research

in the area of dynamic binary analysis, with work that capitalizes on its ability to

disassemble arbitrary machine code and perform complex code transformations.

Key contributions

In Chapter 2, we presented Delta Pointers, a protection scheme for the upper

bound of memory objects. We demonstrate this can be done efficiently by en-

coding the out-of-bounds state of a pointer in its upper bits, managing the state

efficiently without branches or lookups. Our design is based on the hypothesis

that branching error detection is a main source of overhead in existing bounds

checkers, and that automatically invalidating out-of-bounds pointers at pointer

arithmetic is more efficient. We were able to validate this hypothesis by making a
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134 CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS

branching solution based on our prototype with comparable security guarantees,

which we benchmarked at 48% runtime overhead versus 35% for Delta Pointers.

In Chapter 3, we presented RedPool, an efficient solution for redzoning—

surrounding memory objects with inaccessible guardzones. This has been done

previously [146] to detect contiguous buffer overflows for the purpose of program

sanitization during testing. In this dissertation, we used redzoning to mitigate

exploitation of such overflows continuously at runtime. We presented memory

slabification as a key building block for efficient metadata management and opti-

mized checks. In addition, we introduced the novel concept of redzone reuse as a

way to efficiently scale the redzone size, improving security. While we manage to

obtain a low runtime overhead of 26% on SPEC CPU2006 with these efforts, some

might still consider this prohibitive for production settings. We first emphasize

that this is indeed true for the most performance-sensitive setting where every

cycle counts, but second that no faster bounds checker currently exists (to our

knowledge). This means we raise the bar for exploitation of applications that can

afford to take a small performance hit and previously had no option to do so.

In Chapter 4, we presented Type-After-Type, a highly efficient mitigation

scheme for type-unsafe exploits of use-after-free bugs. We use compiler instru-

mentation to create separate stacks for each type and to annotate heap allocations

with a type to support per-type heap pools. We show that Type-After-Type

completely prevents type-unsafe exploitation at just 4.3% overhead, matching the

golden 5% standard for real-world production deployment.

In Chapter 5, we presented BinRec, a framework for lifting binaries to com-

piler IR by means of dynamic disassembly. We show that BinRec is able to over-

come fundamental limitations of static disassembly in dealingwith indirect control

flow, handwritten assembly and obfuscated code. One major challenge we tackled

in BinRec is the optimization of lifted code into performant binary code. The orig-

inal ABI (registers and stack) is emulated in lifted code which causes poor perfor-

mance without further optimization. Our tailored alias analysis and deinstrumen-

tation passes solve this for many cases. In combination with standard compiler

optimizations they lead to reasonable performance in lifted binaries. A second

challenge is to make sure that the recovered binary behaves well when encoun-

tering a code path not seen during lifting. We provide several solutions to this

coverage problem, tailored to different use cases.

Additional lessons learned

In addition to our main contributions above, wemade the following notable obser-

vations during our work:

• Our Delta Pointers approach in Chapter 2 is based on pointer tagging, i.e.,

it changes the encoding of pointers by adding metadata in the upper bits.
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Making this practical was far more difficult than we anticipated. Common

operations such as comparisons and arithmetic generate different results

on tagged pointer operands when the pointers are tagged, creating a ne-

cessity for correct pointer detection and masking. Moreover, passing (data

structures containing) pointers back and forth between protected and un-

protected code is very difficult to do completely automatically. Although

we formalize observed transitions through the protection boundary in Sec-

tion 2.6.3, the transitions still need to be manually associated with the cor-

rect library functions. To aid future research based on pointer tagging, we

detailed our findings in Section 2.5.

• We found that clever memory reorganization is a great way to provide se-

curity guarantees against a low cost. Both RedPool and Type-After-Type

(Chapters 3 and 4 respectively) organize memory into object pools of cer-

tain type/size.

For Type-After-Type, this organisation automatically provides the security

invariant it enforces, that memory reuse happens in a type-safe manner. The

main difficulty there is to accurately determine the type of each object to

find the correct object pool. Our approach is to first perform best-effort

type detection using type cast detection, automatic malloc annotation and

inlining of heap allocation wrappers. For the few allocations where this is

insufficient, we conservatively assign a unique type to by looking at stack

frames.

In RedPool, the organization of memory into size pools, or “slabs”, enables

us to avoid recording metadata to determine which memory is inaccessible.

Instead, we can compute this based on the offset of a pointer in its pointed

slab. While this computation is relatively slow, we can avoid it in most cases

by initializing inaccessible memory with magic values, and only performing

the check when a magic value is encountered at a pointed memory location.

In contrast to for Type-After-Type, choosing the correct slab is straight-

forward in this case because the object size is always known at allocation.

• Benchmarking is hard. Each of the four preceding chapters contain an eval-

uation section in which we run benchmarks to measure the performance of

our solutions. This is very tricky to do correctly; it is easy to make mistakes

when choosing which benchmarks to run, which hardware to run them on,

how often to run them, how to compare the results to related work, etc..

Moreover, results obtained in related work are often incomparable because

they make the same mistakes [161] or because their evaluation environment

is different. The best way to compare in this case is to run all approaches

on the same hardware while optimizing their configurations for a fair com-

parison, which in turn is a lot of work and is impossible when the source
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code is not available. In this dissertation, we have made our best effort to

reproduce results and compare fairly against related work. To this effect,

we developed a generalized framework [97] for program instrumentation

and benchmarking. The framework features a uniform interface for build-

ing, testing, and benchmarking common benchmarks such as the SPEC suite

andwell-knownweb servers. We hope this will lower the bar for researchers

to perform sound and extensive evaluation. We also encourage researchers

in our field to conductmetastudies and produce standards on reproducibility

and benchmarking to ensure the reliability of reported results.

Future directions

The work presented in this dissertation opens up several interesting avenues for

future research:

Compressed Delta Pointers Section 2.8 proposes a design for compression of

delta tags, using fewer bits for metadata in each pointer to support a larger address

space while maintaining the maximum object size. This requires additional

instrumentation on pointer arithmetic to correctly carry additions into the tag.

While the resulting overhead may prove to be prohibitive, it is an interesting

experiment to explore ways to overcome the limitation of available address space.

Hardware-supported redzone detection The most efficient kind of check is one

that does not exist. Even the highly optimized checks in RedPool make up most of

its runtime overhead, while redzone allocation and initialization is relatively cheap.

In the future, we plan to explore methods for hardware-based redzone poisoning,

e.g., using error-correcting (ECC) memory, instead of our checks in software, and

couple it with our slabified memory layout to still provide scalability.

Composing RedPool and Type-After-Type Both RedPool and Type-After-Type or-

ganize application memory into slabs in a compatible way that, in theory, makes

them easy to combine. We envision an integrated design that provides both spa-

tial and temporal safety guarantees at low runtime and memory overheads. Con-

cretely, combining the two solutions requires extending the slabification of Red-

Pool to type pooling (e.g., using Type-After-Type’s type inference analysis), main-

taining a pool of objects of the same size and type.

Type-After-Type incurs a runtime overhead of 4%on SPECCPU2006whichwe

expect to stack with the 26% of RedPool because its instrumentation is indepen-

dent. Its memory overhead is 17% and does not stack completely: padding bytes

due to slabification are eliminated, so only redzone overallocation is added (with
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the exact overhead depending on the redzone size). In other words, we expect

the resulting system to be still reasonably efficient, while offering both spatial and

temporal safety guarantees against real-world memory error exploits.

Better compiler support for security checks Implementing the security mecha-

nisms proposed in this dissertation is difficult to do efficiently in practice. Com-

piler optimizations need to make assumptions on code patterns that are often vio-

lated by instrumentation. An example is the insertion of a call to a helper function

in a static library that consults ametadata store. Whileweknow the function can be

trusted to only access metadata, the compiler is not able to make this fine grained

distinction between types of memory and assumes aliasing. Moreover, invasive

modifications such as themodified pointer encoding byDelta Pointers hinder even

basic instruction folding and rewriting. These factors force us to insert our instru-

mentation after standard optimizations, which in turn results in problems with

type analysis precisely because of instruction rewriting. An interesting research

directionwould be the development of compiler intrinsics with configurable prop-

erties (such as type information) that survive optimizations and can be converted

into instrumentation afterwards. For Delta Pointers, we could wrap each pointer

value in an intrinsic that is populated with the bounds of its pointed object before

optimizations. Optimizations would continue as usual, skipping the intrinsic when

walking use-def chains, and after optimizations we would have source-level type

information rather than having to reverse-engineer it as per Section 2.5.2.

Input-guided binary optimization Weexplored several applications of our BinRec

framework to demonstrate its usefulness. An interesting application that we have

not yet explored is the optimization of a binary to a specific input. Current tech-

niques in profile-guided optimization already allow us to provide feedback to the

compiler based on training inputs, specializing the binary for an expected input but

maintaining general code behavior. Similarly, DyC [80] has used value-specific

dynamic compilation to optimize programs at runtime for frequently occurring

values, achieving speedups of up to 4.6x. We would like to take this a step further,

aggressively optimizing a program slice that implements behavior a certain input at

compile time. For example, consider a setting where the same Perl script runs peri-

odically on a large dynamic input set. The interpreter needs to parse and interpret

the entire Perl script for each invocation, even when enhanced with profile-guided

optimizations. Using a dynamic lifting engine like BinRec, we would capture only

the program slice responsible for this particular script and lift it to compiler IR

for aggressive optimizations. While standard optimizations already allow us to re-

move unnecessary branches to unused code paths, we expect the highest gain in

this case to come from aggressive constant propagation of the known inputs (the

Perl script) in the interpreter code.
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Closing remarks

At the start of this dissertation, we set out with the goal to provide memory safety

schemes for industry settings with a focus on performance on compatibility. We

showed that this shift in paradigm from security-only to a coexistence of security

and performance is indeed possible by designing and showcasing three defenses

with higher performance than other state-of-the-art approaches–albeit with fewer

security guarantees–and a binary lifting framework that brings compiler-level de-

fenses to closed-source binaries. Still, much work remains to be done in the area to

get to a point where such defenses can be adopted by default in arbitrary industry

settings. We hope our work inspires researchers in our field to invent more effi-

cient schemes for security checks and metadata management that can be applied

to arbitrary software, working towards the default adoption of strong security.
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